My goal is to investigate whether, and as seen through institutionalized and of articles, films, 10 TV, theatre as well as in social media 11 such as private films fou 9. Nowa Huta's youngest theatre Lažnia Nowa is pr Poland in its attempt to become an inhabited space tha lish). In Dunaújváros, the art scene includes artists such and whose works form a dialogue with political and so see Maja and Reben Fowkes, 'Tamas Kaszas's Art Labo translocal.org/pdfs/ArsH_20 1 3_3_Fowkes.pdf; kissmi on-line newspapers or websites expressed over the last 25 years depends on reinterpreting their multi-layered narratives in accordance with the continuous repositioning of postsocialist national identity in these countries. I argue that the success of postsocialist spaces within growing globalization and diversification depends on aligning the cities' narratives with the essential aspects of their countries' national identity and thus further distancing them from Communism, which brought them to existence as an ideal example of socialis modernity. Given how elusive the concept of national identity is, this article simply assumes that natural identity is complex and multi-layered or, as Anthony D. Smith says, that it has various 'categories and roles' 13 that are never constant and necessarily evolve over the years.
There is little doubt that in the last years, Dunaújváros and Nowa Huta have once again become a focus of attention (albeit to a different degree) 14 as the number of books and articles about each city suggests, not to mention the rang of artistic events and projects centred on and in them, be they feature and documentary films, exhibitions, concerts, or even operas. 15 In the case of Nowa Huta, one might go so far as to speak of a boom in various narratives over the past ten years, as well as in projects to develop this part of Kraków: Nowa Huta was originally planned as a separate city, but in 1 95 1 , it was incorporated into Kraków and grew into the largest administrative unit in the Kraków conurbation.
From its very beginnings in 1949, Nowa Huta was seen through two opposite narratives: the official and the unofficial or the public (political, institutionalized) and the private, of which major parts have become known only recently. 16 Th official state narrative promoted a vision of Nowa Huta as a new city that was to be 'exemplary in its unconditional devotion to socialism',17 'the pride of the nation', and 'the symbol of our great 6-year plan -the plan to industrialise ou country -the plan to raise the standards of living for the working classes', 18 but also to created a 'good life' for a modern worker. Cathedral) and related traditional narrativ in Polish history and national identity, fu case in point: the medal minted to commemo ment in Nowa Huta was adorned with a po Kraków (the fortified outpost that used t not with some other easily recognizable sy
The second contrast between official an is visible through the presentation of re expression. There had to be no connection more than in the general case of any social plans did include the construction of a ch then president of Poland, 'wanted no chu "tower" because "it might remind people o older churches near Nowa Huta, especially Mogila and at Bieñczyce, but they quickly rapidly growing population. Although the new church, they also mounted countless presumed site for a much-needed primary April 1960 to defend a cross erected whe became known as the Battle for the Cross silence in the official Polish press, the riots not only in the destruction by fire of som nicowa Rada Narodowa), but also in the dea events became known outside Poland thro in The New York Times. 42 Eventually, h 'struggle for the Cross' became an essentia municative memory and of the city's new 37 and the fact that Nowa Huta had a much higher percentage of its workforce who were Party members (up to 25%) 47 clearly suggest the tensions over Nowa Huta's stance at that time. Jadwiga Staniszkis concludes that in general the 'process of identity formation among the workers was slow and tedious',48 but in the summer of 1980, in Nowa Huta, this process was slower than, for instance, in the Gdansk shipyard, as evidenced by the above-mentioned saying. Eventually, however, 90% of the workers at the Lenin steel plant joined Solidarity,49 and The Workers' Committee of the Steel Industry became the strongest organization in the regional structure of the independent trade union, which resulted in 'the work of rebuilding national identity, weakened by the communist government'.50 The struggle became clearly visible during the period of martial law, when the steelworkers and around 150 students from AGH University of Science and Technology51 barricaded themselves in the During the 1956 Hungarian Revolution, the socialist town rejected it official name and reclaimed the name of Dunapentele. Revolutionary organi zations and independent radio64 were set up in the city on 28 October 1956 (a in other towns outside Budapest as well) while the city tried to defend itse from the Soviet Army, but on 7 November 1956, martial law was declared an the city pacified.65 It also had to return to its Communist name.66 Only f years later, after normalization and destalinization, was the city officially re named Dunaújváros67 (New City on the Danube). It continued to grow, with the majority of families working in the steel mill. 68 The city was modern an comfortable, and its workers well paid, so 'the socialist model seemed to wor Color and Concrete. . p. 33-34. After 1996, a Catholic cathedral and a Lutheran-Calvinist church were bui the city has also an active Mormon congregation.
Dunaújváros 1967 , Dunaújváros, 1968 (no author, no publisher given).
60. The city was seen as 'a city' mostly by peasants who came from the countryside but could not, in any way, be compared to Budapest with its sophisticated urban dwellers. In the press, however, it was refer to as the City of Youth because of the age of its inhabitants. See Sándor Horváth, A kapu és a határ , Budap MTATôrténettudományi Intézete, 2004. In the 1960s, Dunaújváros had the largest primary school in Cent Europe, the Endre Ságvári Primary School:
visitoruk.com/Coventry/dunaujvaros-in-hungary-C 1 206-L22097.html. Nowadays the city rarely appears in i business pages, but its success is visible Dunaújváros photographers77 or the 80-str performing in the prestigious Carnegie Ha the works of an internationally known ar Unlike Nowa Huta, the modern Dunaújváros narratives emphasise not the struggle with the Communist system, but rather the metamorphosis an mutability of the old Dunapentele (the original village next to which th Communist city was built) through its incarnations as Sztálinváros an Dunaújváros.80 The focus is not on the break from Communism, but rather o the continuous transformation of the city since Roman times, exemplified b various narratives arguing, for instance, that the location of the city was to a hig degree not a communist decision, but an organic result of the desire of Hungarian nineteenth-century patriots and statesmen, who wanted to develop the countr and boost its economy through heavy industry. One of the websites of the ste works in Dunaújváros calls Count István Széchenyi 'the initiator' and quotes h letter of 5 April 1 842 to the English engineer William Tierney Clark, the designe of the Széchenyi Chain Bridge across the Danube in Budapest, stating that h doubts that 'anything could be more important in a developing country on t two sides of the River Danube than building good iron factories'.81 Considerin that Széchenyi 'has been almost canonised in his native Hungary' 82 because o his role in modernising the country and because his name carries considerabl weight even among the young generation, 83 adding Széchenyi's name to the history of Dunaújváros suggests greater inclusion of the city's narrative into nationa narratives. The seeds of this narrative emphasising Dunaújváros 's organic cha acter were visible even under Communism, when the residents 'fiercel defended the town's credentials as a modem, Hungarian city -the successfu realization of a centuries-long dream that Hungary would one day produce it own steel' while at the same time being aware of 'the stigma' that they com from a city symbolising 'Hungary's subordination to the Soviet Union' . 84
To some degree, the narrative of the transformation of the city had alread been admitted by the communists, who could not ignore the existence of t NARRATIVES OF N0 WA HUTA AND DUNAÚJVÁROS 153 as a part of the city's identity while also emphasizing the city's smart design which, for instance, separated the steel mill from the city with a green belt.95
The narratives about Nowa Huta and Dunaújváros suggest that the symboli success of postsocialist cities depends on aligning the city's identity with th general prevalent understanding of national identity. As László argues, all kin of texts, including those derived from individual memories, contribute to th construction of national identity. 96 Identity is, after all, a complex issue that has divided philosophers, psychologists, and historians. In Eastern Europe the issu is made more complex by growing European integration since the Treaty of Maastricht in 1992, although some scholars claim that the feeling of being European has been overestimated because it 'has always been enmeshed with national agendas'.97 As Maurice Halbwachs has argued, nations, people, an spaces have their complex identities, connected through continuously re-shape collective memory.98 Furthermore, as Jan Assmann maintains, communicativ (that is unstructured, 'everyday' memory that is shared and exchanged within social group over a time span of around 80 years) and cultural memory (the way a society ensures its collective identity is maintained 'through cultural fo mations (texts, rites, monuments)' also contribute to their elaboration.99
The contradictory narratives of Nowa Huta and the almost complete rejection of its socialist past indicate that modem Poles still do not feel comfortable wi Nowa Huta's past despite various initiatives to change this approach and despi visual evidence suggesting that Nowa Huta's past included 'normality' and n just struggle against the system. 100 Some texts on the region attempt to suggest that the creation of the city was, in fact, mostly an eradication of a successf agricultural region for political gains. 101 Even when the narrative is not directly 
